
 

Anticipation and navigation: Do your legs
know what your tongue is doing?
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Rat treadmill. Credit: UCLA

(Medical Xpress)—To survive, animals must explore their world to find
the necessities of life. It's a complex task, requiring them to form them a
mental map of their environment to navigate the safest and fastest routes
to food and water. They also learn to anticipate when and where certain
important events, such as finding a meal, will occur.
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Understanding the connection between these two fundamental behaviors,
navigation and the anticipation of a reward, had long eluded scientists
because it was not possible to simultaneously study both while an animal
was moving.

In an effort to overcome this difficulty and to understand how the brain
processes the environmental cues available to it and whether various
regions of the brain cooperate in this task, scientists at UCLA created a
multisensory virtual-reality environment through which rats could
navigate on a trac ball in order to find a reward. This virtual world,
which included both visual and auditory cues, gave the rats the illusion
of actually moving through space and also allowed the scientists to
manipulate the cues.

The results of their study, published in the current edition of the journal 
PLOS ONE, revealed something "fascinating," said UCLA neurophysicist
Mayank Mehta, the senior author of the research.

The scientists found that the rats, despite being nocturnal, preferred to
navigate to a food reward using only visual cues—they ignored auditory
cues. Further, with the visual cues, their legs worked in perfect harmony
with their anticipation of food; they learned to efficiently navigate to the
spot in the virtual environment where the reward would be offered, and
as they approached and entered that area, their licking behavior—a sign
of reward anticipation—increased significantly.

But take away the visual cues and give them only sounds to navigate, and
the rats legs became "lost"; they showed no sign they could navigate
directly to the reward and instead used a broader, more random circling
strategy to eventually locate the food. Yet interestingly, as they neared
the reward location, their tongues began to lick preferentially.

Thus, in the presence of the only auditory cues, the tongue seemed to
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know where to expect the reward, but the legs did not. This finding,
teased out for the first time, suggests that different areas of a brain can
work together, or be at odds.

"This is a fundamental and fascinating new insight about two of the most
basic behaviors: walking and eating," Mehta said. "The results could
pave the way toward understanding the human brain mechanisms of
learning, memory and reward consumption and treating such debilitating
disorders as Alzheimer's disease or ADHD that diminish these abilities."

Mehta, a professor of neurophysics with joint appointments in the
departments of neurology, physics and astronomy, is fascinated with how
our brains make maps of space and how we navigate in that space. In a
recent study, he and his colleagues discovered how individual brain cells
compute how much distance the subjects traveled.

This time, they wanted to understand how the brain processes the various
environmental cues available to it. At a fundamental level, Mehta said,
all animals, including humans, must know where they are in the world
and how to find food and water in that environment. Which way is up,
which way down, what is the safest or fastest path to their destination?

"Look at any animal's behavior," he said, "and at a fundamental level,
they learn to both anticipate and seek out certain rewards like food and
water. But until now, these two worlds—of reward anticipation and
navigation—have remained separate because scientists couldn't measure
both at the same time when subjects are walking."

Navigation requires the animal to form a spatial map of its environment
so it can walk from point to point. An anticipation of a reward requires
the animal to learn how to predict when it is going to get a reward and
how to consume it—think Pavlov's famous experiments in which his
dogs learned to salivate in anticipation of getting a food reward.
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Research into these forms of learning has so far been entirely separate
because the technology was not there to study them simultaneously.

So Mehta and his colleagues, including co–first authors Jesse Cushman
and Daniel Aharoni, developed a virtual-reality apparatus that allowed
them to construct both visual and auditory virtual environments. As
video of the environment was projected around them, the rats, held by a
harness, were placed on a ball that rotated as they moved. The
researchers then trained the rats on a very difficult task that required
them to navigate to a specific location to get sugar water—a treat for
rats—through a reward tube.

The visual images and sounds in the environment could each be turned
on or off, and the researchers could measure the rats' anticipation of the
reward by their preemptive licking in the area of the reward tube. In this
way, the scientists were able for the first time to measure rodents'
navigation in a nearly real-world space while also gauging their reward
anticipation.

"Navigation and reward consuming are things all animals do all the time,
even humans. Think about navigating to lunch," Mehta said. "These two
behaviors were always thought to be governed by two entirely different
brain circuits, but this has never been tested before. That's because the
simultaneous measurement of reward anticipation and navigation is
really difficult to do in the real world but made possible in a virtual
world."

When the rat was in a "normal" virtual world, with both sound and sight,
legs and tongue worked in harmony—the legs headed for the food
reward while the tongue licked where the reward was supposed to be.
This confirmed a long held expectation, that different behaviors are
synchronized.
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But the biggest surprise, said Mehta, was that when they measured a rat's
licking pattern in just an auditory world—that is, one with no visual
cues—the rodent's tongue showed a clear map of space, as if the tongue
knew where the food was.

"They demonstrated this by licking more in the vicinity of the reward.
But their legs showed no sign of where the reward was, as the rats kept
walking randomly without stopping near the reward," he said. "So for the
first time, we showed how multisensory stimuli, such as lights and
sounds, influence multimodal behavior, such as generating a mental map
of space to navigate, and reward anticipation, in different ways. These
are some of the most basic behaviors all animals engage in, but they had
never been measured together."

Previously, Mehta said, it was thought that all stimuli would influence all
behaviors more or less similarly.

"But to our great surprise, the legs sometimes do not seem to know what
the tongue is doing," he said. "We see this as a fundamental and
fascinating new insight about basic behaviors, walking and eating, and
lends further insight toward understanding the brain mechanisms of
learning and memory, and reward consumption."
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